
Welcome to 4th grade  

Math is an adventure.  
-  Paul Lockhart, The Mathematician’s Lament 

 

As parents, grandparents or other special adults, you are an important part of your child's success this 

school year!  Thank you for your interest and efforts.   

Staying Informed 

News about what is happening in our classroom is always available in several ways:  

 Check the math pocket of your child's “Gator” for parent information sheets.  These pages 

include the goals for each unit, the homework schedule, topics being covered in class, unit test 

schedules, and other pertinent information.  

 Check the fourth grade math webpage for news and links to websites where your child can find 

fun things to do for extra math practice.  

In addition, it's wonderful when parents check their child's agenda each day for current homework.     

And, speaking of homework, math homework should not be a hair-pulling experience!  If it is, please let 

me know.  Here are a few pointers: 

Homework Help 

Start with a math homework routine. 

If there is a disagreement on how to do a problem, draw a line 

on the paper.  Show the child your way to solve the problem on 

one side of the line.  Now, have your child work the problem 

their way on the other side of the line and sign their name to it.  

If you both arrive at the same answer, great!  You just proved 

there is more than one way to work with numbers and arrive at 

the correct answer.  If not, don’t worry.  We can iron it out at 

school.   

Please, don't be afraid to try to help your child.  You probably 

know more about math than you think you do.   Even the math 

teacher makes mistakes and I have had to admit, at times, that I did a problem the wrong way.      

What is Math? 

Does this seem like an odd question?  Most people think of math as processes such as counting, adding 

and taking away numbers, or multiplying and dividing digits.  But the basis for mathematical thinking is 

really found in the following activities: 

 Experimenting   

 Conjecturing   

 Strategizing   

 Reasoning 

 Wondering 

 Inventing 

 Organizing 

Homework Routine for Kids:  

 

1. Find a time that works best for 

you - when you are not distracted 

and not too tired. 
2. First, do all the problems you 

know how to do - skip the hard 

ones. 
3. Think again about the hard 

ones.  If you’re still stuck, ask an 

adult for help. 



As Albert Einstein once said, “I have no special talents.  I am just passionately curious.”  Part of my 

privilege, as a math teacher, is to foster this wonderful curiosity in your child.  You can help.   

What You Can Do to Help Your Child Achieve in Mathematics:   

Give your child plenty of opportunities to explore, to build, to invent – to ask why.  Legos, blocks, 

models, puzzles and strategy games are all wonderful activities to nourish your child’s mind.  Here are 

some additional suggestions:   

 Practice math facts every day!  A child who has their multiplication table memorized has a 

tremendous advantage.  Although I wish we could, I simply am not able to devote weeks of class 

time to drilling math facts.  Please contact me if you need ideas in order to accomplish math fact 

memorization.  Flashcards work.  If you have a computer with internet access, have your child log 

onto Xtramath and see if they can turn a few more squares green each time they play.   

 Play math or strategy games!  We all know it is important to read to our young child.  Similarly, 

games build important stamina and problem-solving skills in your child while encouraging positive, 

meaningful relationships with numbers.  Throughout the year, I will be sending home various games 

you can play.  Play them often and find a favorite!  Spend some quality time with your child while 

you play a math game before bed, while waiting at a restaurant, when traveling in the car, or sitting 

in a doctor's waiting room.  To encourage this, your child will be bringing home a Tic-Tac-Toe chart 

with various math activities to be completed weekly.     

 Build your child's number sense by fostering a curiosity towards numbers at any level: thinking 

about larger/smaller numbers; odd vs. even numbers; factors of any number; relationship s of 

various numbers on a number line (78 is closer to 80 than it is to 70), or anything else that 

encourages your child to think about and manipulate numbers or objects that represent numbers.  

 Talk positively about math.  Do not tell your child that you hated math or were never good at math.  

No one brags that they didn’t learn to read.  Math must be treated with the same respect. 

 Be alert to point out examples of how adults use math in real life and explain why math is important 

to us.  

 If you don't agree with how things are being taught in my classroom, please don't vent your 

frustrations in front of your child, but please do contact me with questions and concerns.   

 

A few questions I am often asked . . .   

Q:  Why is math so different from when I went to school?    

Let's face it: a lot of other things are different, too!  For example, most of us didn't use personal 

computers routinely during second grade, and we went to elementary school before the days of i nternet 

and "google."  The amount of technological advancement and societal change that has taken place in 

the last 30 years is astounding!   

Today, more careers require high-level math than ever before.  Colleges and employment opportunities 

now demand a generation of young people with strong math reasoning skills and greater stamina in 

problem-solving.  New graduation criteria will require most students to study algebra, geometry, or 

other advanced math courses before completion of high school.   In response to these needs, I must 

admit there has been a shift in how I teach math.  This being said, however, I am happy to reassure you 

that, ultimately, math is still the same.  Two plus two still equals four in today’s classrooms!  My class 

continues to study the same topics and acquire the same skills that you likely learned in fourth grade 

math.    



Q: Why does my child need to do stuff like area models and arrays?  

Since students are required to explain their math reasoning, they must be able to manipulate nu mbers 

in order to build an understanding of what takes place during the computation of standard algorithms.  

This ability transcends the mechanical, rote computations of yesterday; and it makes drawing pictures, 

building models and writing equations foundational to their understanding and explanation.    

Q: How do I help my child get better grades on their math tests?  

 Always be positive about math!  

 Encourage your child to ask for help when they don't understand something instead of hurrying 

to finish the test. 

 Be quick to point out your child's personal improvement.    

 Build your child's self-monitoring ability.  (See Self-Monitoring section for ideas.)  

 Offer incentives (not merely for good grades, but also for evidence of worthy effort or signs of 

personal improvement - a better grade than the last test, fewer silly mistakes than the last time 

or an increased amount of time spent studying prior to the test).  

 Make your criticisms constructive by giving your child a tangible goal for the future.  ("A lot of 

these mistakes were because you wrote sloppy and couldn't read the numbers.  Next time, let's 

see if you can write more neatly on the test.")     

 Make it a priority for your child to get 8-10 hours of restful sleep the night before a test.  This 

means electronics should be turned off an hour prior to bedtime.  Yawning during the test is not 

a good sign!  

 Encourage your child to eat breakfast.  Studies show an increase of 17.5% on math scores in 

children who eat breakfast.  

 

Q: My child tells me I am not doing math the same way Mr. Miller taught him/her.  What should I do?   

See the homework section for ideas.  Math is not a set procedure.  Encourage your child that there is 

more than one right way to find a solution and see i f your explanation makes sense to them based on 

the information they already know.  You can always check with me, if that helps (see Contact 

Information).          

Support self-monitoring: 
Mathematicians are problem-solvers.  They try; they may fail; but they will try again until they reach a 

reasonable solution.   

Children need to be able to understand the difference between making meaningful progress in problem-

solving and the times when their “brain quit talking” to them.  When something doesn't make sense, the 

child is no longer comprehending and can't reason (puzzle out) what to do next.   Sooner or later, 

everyone gets stuck on some type of math problem – whether it is at the elementary level, intermediate 

or college level . . . and this is no disgrace!  Children who perceive they are no longer understanding can 

use other strategies to get themselves unstuck.  I remind my class that it is much smarter to realize and 

admit that we don’t know how to proceed than it is to think we know or act like we understand by 

writing down answers that really don’t make any sense or can’t be explained.   

When a child is able to monitor their own ability to problem-solve and justify their answers, they are on 

their way to becoming independent mathematicians. 

You can help increase your child’s personal self-monitoring by:  



 checking whether he/she was surprised about their recent math grades, or whether it was what 

they expected based on how many problems they thought they got wrong/right.  

 observing whether your child skips a difficult problem, or treats all math assignments 

systematically the same (fills in blanks or writes down random numbers) .  

 having your child explain the problem or solution in their own words. 

 having your child frequently ask themselves "is this making sense to me?" when solving math 

problems. 

 

After a solution has been reached, ask your child, "Does your answer make sense?"  Model for them 

alternative ways to check their work and confirm their solution such as:  

 using estimation (“This answer makes sense because it is similar to our estimated answer.”) 

 confirming components they already know ("We know that 5 groups of 5 equals 25, so this 

answer makes sense.") 

 checking that all key information in the question was used  

 checking that the final step(s) of the question were completed - not just the first step 

 

If things are not making sense . . . encouraging your child to apply the following strategies. 

Problem-Solving strategies for Success:   

For multi-step story problems, simply remind your child:                                                            

Read-Draw-Write-Write.  

1. Read the problem and underline important 

information.  Number the steps.  

2. Draw a picture or diagram of the problem. 

3. Write a number sentence that shows what you did to 

solve the problem.  (Example 236 + 340 = 576) 

4. Write a word sentence that answers the question.  

(Example: Mandy will have 576 stickers in all)  

 

If your child needs additional help, try these prompts: 

 Think about the part(s) you already know and explain that to me. 

 What is happening in the story problem? 

 Tell me the problem in your own words. 

 Picture in your mind what is happening while you read the problem. 

 How would you solve this problem if the numbers were smaller? (Example: What if Mandy has 

20 only stickers and gets 30 more?) 

 Look for “baby facts” – small parts you already know. 

 

Solve-The-Problem and Puzzle Corners 

Math reasoning is the world where your child can put into effect everything they've learned, just as a 

reader uses the components of reading when they open a book.  Games and puzzles build a flexible 

sense of numbers and their relationships in a creative, fun way while exercising problem-solving stamina 

as the child interprets and perseveres through multi -step mathematical tasks.     



With this in mind, the bulletin board in our classroom now offers "Solve-the-Problem" and "Puzzle" 

corners.  Each leveled math problem or puzzle that your child attempts to do can earn them 

accumulating points which are redeemable for prizes.  These activities are not mandatory, bu t are 

beneficial for every child, so encourage your student to give them a try.  

Contact Information 

With your support, we look forward to a wonderful school year! 

If you have questions about how to do homework or anything else, don't hesitate to ask  

 nrcn_miller@tccsa.net 

Sincerely,  

 

Mr. Brian Miller 

mailto:nrcn_miller@tccsa.net

